GROUP CORRESPONDENCE COURSE REPORT
ANNUAL MEETING, REGION REPS
June 2021

Welcome back (at last) to face to face Seminar!
Brief summary of 2020 GCCs: of the five offered four made, only one withdrawn due to Covid.
They proceeded normally, after initial delays due to supplies and postal service issues.
This year we have decreased the number offered to 3 classes for budgeting purposes. They are
1. Cosmos by Kim Sanders, Needle Painting in silk or cotton, Intermediate level ($32.00)
https://egausa.org/courses/cosmos-with-kim-sanders/
2. Undulations by Gail Stafford, Bargello plus extras, Intermediate level ($40.00)
https://egausa.org/courses/undulations-ii/
3. Shimmering Dreams by Mona Hill, Counted Canvas, Intermediate level ($54.00)
https://egausa.org/courses/shimmering-dreams/
All of these were announced at the Semi Annual Meeting and published in Stitches. Enrollment
is open, and will close just after Seminar or around June 30th.
Fortunately, we did not have to increase class size minimums (still 5) or eliminate the $25.00
incentive reward to finish. However, we will no longer be able to sponsor an additional class as
we have in the past, other than the ones presented above.
*At this time, Shimmering Dreams has already made, and Undulations is very close. Cosmos
has had very little interest**
Covid presented challenges to National as well, as they are still working short staffed and often
from home. This is worth mentioning because of the effect it will have on dues and GCC
processing again this year. The effect this has is a possible delay in starting dates. *Best possible
start date is September 1st, but this can be delayed due to late dues payments, shipping/postal
issues, printer problems, etc. Do not lose hope just remember it’ll get there*
I will have my little red box, enrollment forms, and pictures with descriptions. As of this report,
I’m working with seminar people to figure out where to put it, but we’ll let you know.
Have fun at Seminar, and happy stitching!
Respectfully submitted,
Beth Newton
Ass’t Education, GCCs.

